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December 12th 2017: Focus on Keys To Recovery
Newspaper, Jeannie and Marcus Marshall
Jeannie Rabb-Marshall and Marcus Marshall are the
Founders of the extremely popular and ever-informative
newspaper, Keys to Recovery. As it explodes in growth
exponentially every year and informs the recovery community
regarding topics on ALL types of addictions and about issues
such as homelessness and domestic violence, Jeannie and
Marcus continue to be notably kind and extremely humble.
These two people are a testament to how spreading the
message of HOPE and recovery has caused their own growth
as well as has endeared them to millions in need of their
support. They distribute truly everywh
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Featured Guests
Keys To Recovery Newspaper
Our purpose and our mission, is to give hope that recovery is possible. Incorporated in
the state of California Keys to Recovery Newspaper, Inc. is a 501(c)3 non-profit entity.
Read more

Alonzo Bodden
Alonzo Bodden’s first big comedy break came when he was on the “New Faces of
Comedy” showcase at Just for Laughs in Montreal. Alonzo was first introduced to
America on NBCʼs “Last Comic Standing,” where he won season three’s “The Best of
the Best.”
Read more

Jeannie Rabb-Marshall
Having 35 years of marketing, advertising, and PR experience - ten of those years
working on a recovery newspaper – I feel uniquely qualified to lead and support our
team to achieve our purpose and our mission.
Read more

Marcus Marshall
I started working at age 13 in the field of service at Sylmar Children’s Spastic
Foundation as a patient care technician.
Read more
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